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Oil and Gas Sector

VMD integrated an SOS button in the Globalstar-based asset tracking solution

Improving oil industry safety,
managing costs, and safeguarding
valued staff
The oil and gas sector has had its fair share of ups and downs in
recent years. Some companies have made the decision to cut back on
exploration projects, while others have chosen to enhance operational
efficiencies by upgrading networks and capabilities with Internet of
Things (IoT) based solutions. Corry Brennan, Simplex Regional Sales
Manager at Globalstar, explains how satellite-enabled SCADA solutions
are helping oil and gas industry players in Africa harness the power of
the IoT to work smarter and safer.

Organisations everywhere have woken up to what’s
possible when you can communicate with your mobile and
fixed assets. We have seen a dramatic uptake of application-
specific satellite enabled IoT solutions that can monitor assets
ranging from cargo to trucks, oil pipelines, reservoirs, rail
tank cars, even livestock, and some of the world’s most
endangered species.

The oil and gas industries have been particularly
progressive in their understanding and adoption of satellite-
based solutions to help them improve their operations.
Tracking solutions with satellite connectivity allow oil and gas
organisations, and the companies that support them, to reach

deep into remote and
hostile locations, as well as
mitigating against land and
mobile network outages and overloading.

The business benefits of optimising the usage and
maintenance of assets is demonstrable. And being able to
provide supply chain partners rich and accurate data on
delivery times and production schedules helps to galvanise
business relationships and make operations more efficient.

These same systems can additionally play a valuable role
in protecting staff. For example, oil industry companies
operating in Africa have deployed satellite-enabled asset
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monitoring solutions that help manage assets and which also
deliver critical safety support for staff and site visitors.

Deploying satellite solutions
Early in 2016, Tunisian civil works contractor,  Kilani
Entreprise for Public Works, deployed Integrated Vehicle
Monitoring System (iVMS) developed by Globalstar’s Tunisia-
based partner VMD to track its fleet of 4x4 vehicles, with the
goal of increasing the security of the staff while travelling.

But the system has the added benefit of also monitoring
driver behavior. iVMS gives Kilani Entreprise the precise
location of every vehicle in its fleet while transmitting engine
data that indicates driver performance such as sudden
braking or unexpected acceleration.

Kilani Entreprise was already familiar with the advantages
of satellite communications because it has been using
Globalstar’s SPOT handheld devices since 2013 as its
primary means of safeguarding staff carrying out operations
in southern Tunisia’s vast desert.

A Ukrainian oil services company also uses the iVMS
system to help its exploration and production customers
monitor vehicle fleets and safeguard staff in the same African
region. The devices monitor vehicles used for transporting
heavy engineering equipment, including scientific engines
for seismic measurement, as well as being used in vehicles
used to transport personnel.

Additionally, a local support company which provides oil
producers with equipment, transportation, site maintenance
and staff services, has deployed the iVMS satellite solution.
It is using more than 50 iVMS devices to track transporters
and containers carrying mechanical and oil rig equipment
used in petroleum production and refining. 

VMD customised all three deployments by adding a one-
touch SOS button onto the vehicles’ dashboards. If the driver
or any passenger is in danger, requires emergency medical
help or the intervention of security forces, a single button
press alerts security teams and first responders can instantly
know the precise location where help is needed. This level of
always-on connectivity is an essential security measure in

the remote regions in which oil operations take place.
One key benefit of iVMS is that the system seamlessly

switches from GSM to Globalstar’s satellite network as soon
as it detects weakening GSM signal. Smart harmonious use
of these two types of network yields maximum cost savings,
while ensuring reliable, ubiquitous connectivity.

VMD put Globalstar’s SmartOne B simplex asset manager
at the heart of its dual-technology solution because of its
dependability, long battery life and its ability to automatically
switch between battery and line-power as required. SmartOne
uses motion sensors and comparative GPS positions to
gather and transmit asset status information over Globalstar’s
satellite constellation, the only complete next-generation
mobile satellite network in orbit today. 

“The operational challenges posed by inadequate GSM
coverage in the regions where oil is extracted are
compounded by remote, inhospitable terrain, and additional
security risks,” commented Karim Chagra, Health Safety
Security Environment (HSSE) Manager with Kilani Entreprise
for Public Works. “Thanks to the expertise and support of
VMD and Globalstar, we have a cost-effective and capable
tracking and monitoring system that enables us to work more
efficiently and securely.”

An additional benefit to oil and gas providers of satellite-
based IoT solutions has been improved efficiency of fault
localisation. Operators have to ensure that pipelines spanning
thousands of kilometres of desert are running smoothly and
fault-free. Smart, sensor-based monitoring solutions that
harness the reach of satellites can help engineers more swiftly
zero-in on a problem that needs to be fixed. They are thus
spared the onerous resource-hungry task of unnecessarily
searching for a fault or malfunction. Rather, they can more
speedily get the revenue-generating flows back on line.

Keeping personnel and assets safe
In geographies where oil and gas operations take place,
including North Africa, the Nordic region and the Eurasian
landmass, mobile coverage is often non-existent. To stay
connected, satellite communications is the only option.

As exploration and production once again starts growing
in Africa and other regions, oil companies, and providers of
logistics and other support services, are being called upon
to work in more and more remote locations. Knowing the
location of assets 24/7, and safeguarding personnel is vital.
With satellites on hand and at the ready, businesses have
the assurance of knowing their people and assets are in safe
hands.Satellite view of Tunisia

“The operational challenges posed by
inadequate GSM coverage in the regions
where oil is extracted are compounded by
remote, inhospitable terrain, and additional
security risks,” commented Karim Chagra,
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